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a i artificial intelligence wikipedia - a i artificial intelligence also known as a i is a 2001 american science fiction
drama film directed by steven spielberg the screenplay by spielberg and screen story by ian watson were based
on the 1969 short story supertoys last all summer long by brian aldiss the film was produced by kathleen
kennedy spielberg and bonnie curtis it stars haley joel osment jude law frances o connor, clint eastwood
master filmmaker at work amazon com - clint eastwood master filmmaker at work michael goldman morgan
freeman steven spielberg lisa fitzpatrick on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers four time academy
award recipient clint eastwood is one of the most renowned film directors in the world this authorized volume
offers a revealing in depth exploration of his influential filmmaking methods, a i artificial intelligence 2001 imdb
- directed by steven spielberg with haley joel osment jude law frances o connor sam robards a highly advanced
robotic boy longs to become real so that he can regain the love of his human mother, minority report film
wikipedia - minority report is a 2002 american neo noir science fiction action film directed by steven spielberg
and loosely based on the short story the minority report by philip k dick it is set primarily in washington d c and
northern virginia in the year 2054 where precrime a specialized police department apprehends criminals based
on foreknowledge provided by three psychics called precogs, 20 things you might not know about e t the
extra - fun facts about steven spielberg s 1982 classic spielberg originally had production illustrator ed verreaux
with whom he had worked on raiders of the lost ark draft the initial designs of the, top 100 movies of all time
hollywood s favorites - hollywood insiders were asked to pick their favorite movies of all time providing us with
a ranked list of 100 of the best movies ever made
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